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Abstract: Global land ownership patterns have been shifting in recent decades, as institutional and non-traditional investors redirect capital into rural areas. Such investment is a stimulating alternative for innovative profit-driven land uses that move beyond agriculture. This paper explores how ‘new money’ economies have created place effects in three rural case studies across the United Kingdom, through concepts of built, natural, social, and economic capital. The case studies are informed by secondary research, site visits, and interviews, providing snapshots of investment impact. They represent diverse transformations in rural land use via new forms of direct investment, active investment, and processes of financing rather than financialisation, with distinct spatial and temporal characteristics. The case studies include new wine production in Kent, England; transforming the Menie Estate into Trump International Golf Links Scotland (TIGLS); and farm diversification in Northern Ireland. The conclusions tell three investment stories, where place effects reflect the dichotomies, contestation, and symbiosis between investors and local contexts. New land uses create place effects where economic potential often conflicts with natural capital impacts, although they foster knowledge creation and exchange. The underlying values of the investors and their navigation of local politics also have key roles to play in shaping the built, natural, social, and economic place effects.
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1. Moving beyond Agriculture: Introducing Current Market Contexts

The rural landscape in the UK is experiencing an ongoing process of restructuring, driven by myriad factors including significant flows of capital into ‘new’ and emerging arenas for investment. The flow of investment capital into rural land has many sources—from institutional investors seeking sustained returns from farming and farmland to private individuals initiating new ventures, often in innovative sectors that help diversify rural economies in what is an uncertain political and economic climate.

The impacts of current policy responses to Brexit on rural continuity [1] include the approval of the new Agriculture Bill in 2020 [2] and the impact of the 25-year Environment Plan moving forward [3]. Other ongoing policy-related influences have been embedded in agricultural governance throughout the UK’s time in the EU, and include the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), dealing with subsidies and rural development. In addition to policy influences, rural land uses and place effects today have potential vulnerabilities, which relate to the growing importance of environmental sustainability, natural and built capital, local economic resilience, and social impacts. To counter such vulnerabilities, land use is becoming more diversified and concomitantly, financial capital is being diverted into rural areas. These flows of capital are creating alternative investment and development processes; processes that we seek to understand better through this paper. This influx of financial capital may contribute towards increasing rural resilience and the environmental
future proofing of land values [4] (p. 1). Investments may also stimulate local economies, through job creation, improved infrastructure, and physical environments, as well as wider positive community impacts. For the institutional or non-traditional investor, rural land may also provide consistent income streams and attractive financial returns for a mediated, acceptable level of risk. By moving into ‘alternative’ geographies of investments and moving beyond agriculture, this paper considers the following questions:

- What are the processes at play in supporting and encouraging ‘new money’ into alternative rural investments?
- Should this influx of capital be regarded as a form of alternative finance or evidence of financialisation?
- What can our three case studies tell us about the specific place effects of active, transformative investments in the UK?

By addressing these questions, this paper contributes to a deeper understanding of alternative, emerging geographies of active and direct investment across the UK, delivered through a mix of financing and financialisation. A distinction is drawn between large-scale investments by more passive actors, and the transformative impacts of actively financed investments through UK case studies. The research reflects on the place effects that transformative land uses have had on aspects of rural land use. To evaluate the ways in which non-traditional financing and investors are finding expression in transformative land uses, three case studies are presented, which reflect the diverse valorisation of rural assets. The case studies, of diverse scale and scope, are located in England, Scotland, and Northern Ireland and respectively assess place effects in relation to wine production (through burgeoning viticulture), new leisure development (via a golf links), and renewable biomass energy (through anaerobic digesters). In analysing case studies, the work applies the innovative capitals approach to frame and further our understanding of alternative rural investments. Much existing literature on financing and financialisation (see Section 2), focusses on developing agricultural economies rather than processes of financing and diversification that move beyond agriculture. This paper contributes original qualitative research on the new investment geographies in the UK, addressing the existing research lacuna on the active financing and direct transformation of agricultural land.

The next section on patterns and perspectives of rural investment trends (Section 2) informs the development of an analytical framework (Section 3), which aims to assess place effects through the varied concepts of capitals (built, natural, social, and economic). The emerging results and findings (Section 4) reflect the dichotomies, contestation, and symbiosis between investors and local economic contexts, with impacts on ‘capitals’ examined for each case study (Sections 4.1–4.3). Section 5 discusses the key findings across the three case studies. The conclusions (Section 6) examine how financial investment in transformative land uses might seek to maximise benefits and mitigate externalities. The paper ends by noting how complex, nuanced, and unique local contexts can be mediated and accounted for in pursuit of longer-term resilience and diversity across the rural landscape of the UK. We also present opportunities for future research.

2. Patterns and Perspectives of Rural Investment Trends

2.1. The Globalisation of Rural Land and ‘New Money’ Impacts

The introduction of ‘new money’, non-traditional investors, and contemporary financing strategies into rural areas has the potential to bring transformational change and a range of socio-economic and environmental impacts. Such investment may be driving rural development or reflecting market processes of late capitalism and neoliberalism, through profit extraction from alternative investments, or it may be an illustration of ‘financialisation’ (see Section 2.2). It may also be a mixture of these possible framings—or none of them at all. The global investment market is dynamic and diverse, and investment routes into rural assets are varied. These start with straightforward cash exchanges between buyer and seller in a direct investment from one agricultural landowner to another. At the other end of the spectrum sit more complex indirect investments, which include the purchase of
rural land as a real estate asset by institutional funds. Typically, the land is then divided through the process of securitisation, ascribed a market value, and consequently sold on global stock exchanges as liquid interests [5].

Irrespective of the form of investment, rural markets globally have not always been considered destinations for international capital. That has changed markedly in recent decades. Past research has concentrated on the potential inflation-hedging role of farmland in portfolios, linked to financialisation processes, uneven development, and dispossession. The literature reflects how investment in farming in transition economies, and other places where land values remain low, has led to the consolidation of landholdings by investment banks and financial service providers [6]. Other research has considered rural investment perspectives in North America [7], Australia [8], and the global south [9]. European rural areas are also now host to a broad range of opportunities, investments, and diversification activities (see Section 2.3). Besides the consolidation and intensification of farm production, other transformative investments—like our three case studies in this study—further reflect the multifaceted and multifunctional nature of 21st century rural economies.

The impacts of these trans-scalar and increasingly globalised investments in rural markets find variegated, locally specific expression. Crudely, these can be captured across a spectrum from positive to negative impacts, contingent upon the activity and agency of a multitude of diverse interests with myriad (often contrasting) perspectives: from investment strategists (as private individuals) and stakeholders (in global corporations) to landowners and those involved with local planning, governance, politics, and the wider rural community. These perspectives are culturally, territorially, and temporally specific, and can be influential in mediating both the processes and consequences of investments seeking a rural ‘spatial fix’ [10] (p. 183). The extent to which local economies, environments, and communities are impacted by this rural spatial fix will also depend on the magnitude and nature of the investment itself. Therefore, alongside the spectrum of impact, a spectrum of ‘embeddedness’ also emerges, which can be understood as ‘the extent to which economic action is embedded in structures of social relations’ [11] (p. 481). This ranges from investments that alter very little except for ownership, which can often be conceived of as a more passive and indirect relationship to the asset, to those that are transformative for the investor, the local economy, and the related built, natural, and social capital. This paper evaluates the nuanced impacts arising from new capital sources and transformative investment strategies, from the perspectives of impacts and embeddedness. Investment impacts are not clear cut or straightforward, and the place effects can be subjective and complex.

These two spectrums of impact and embeddedness, framed by differentiated interests, have been explored in the literature relating to global rural investment. Although this paper addresses the current research lacuna relating to investment processes, financing, and resultant impacts in the UK, the global perspective offers context into the causes and consequences of increasing capital flows into rural areas, informing our understanding of place effects. From a macro-level perspective, governance mechanisms and regulatory structures in the international financial market post global financial crisis (GFC) have facilitated investments into alternative and rural markets. As ‘trade in land and nature becomes increasingly liberalised and subject to marketization under neoliberal economies’ [12] (p. 209), large-scale investors have begun to explore non-traditional opportunities for international portfolio diversification. Our case studies examine the impacts of alternative and non-traditional opportunities of investors through active financing, as framed by processes of neoliberalism, globalisation, and the diversification of land.

The neoliberal framework can be seen as ‘an ongoing process of expanded commodification of both rural products and rural labour’ [13] (p. 1437). Ideas of rural commodification are especially pertinent to the global south, where there has been widespread concern for the ‘land rush’ [14–16] and its impacts on local communities and food security. In terms of the various spectrums of impact and embeddedness, much of the literature relating to ‘land grabs’ reveals low levels of embeddedness and primarily negative impacts within
communities. Global agribusiness in particular has been criticised for its impacts on communities when arable land is turned into energy crops [17] and when investors are seen as ‘appropriating the vision of the human right to food’ [18] (p. 59) through corporate regimes of food production, prioritising profit maximisation in the shorter term [19]. Much of the existing literature dealing with these land grabs is focused on Africa, where significant investment has resulted in agrarian restructuring and in conflicts with landowners and communities over land and water. With these new dynamics come ‘diverse implications for poverty and inequality in rural societies through the concentration of landholdings, growth of wage labour, new classes of accumulating elites, and rising landlessness’ [20] (p. 5). There are dominant power dynamics at play in the global south, which have been denounced as contemporary forms of colonialism [21] and mercantilism [18]. Therefore, there is an ever-increasing need for greater transparency of investment impacts from these so-called ‘new corporate enclosures’ [12] (p. 209).

Although increasing flows of capital have also been presented as bringing benefits to local communities, through technological improvements, positive employment impacts and more contemporary management techniques in farming, there are clear moral questions that emerge over corporate social responsibility and the social impact of investments, especially if we consider ideas of enclosures, mercantilism, and colonialism. Ouma (2020) suggests that when moral questions are framed as ‘economic’ ones, they can be considered as detached and autonomous from social impacts, which may eventually lead to them becoming a reified concept. To avoid this, the importance of morals, values, and local culture need to be more broadly integrated and recognised within the laws of the financial market [22].

Neoliberal norms are brought into play through national state policies and are reflective of the ‘diverse and pervasive influences of globalisation selectively connecting regional and local systems of government to a host of supranational, corporate and global governance interests and agendas’ [23] (p. 603). Local responses to such agendas are now framed within broader international perspectives on governance and finance, so that localities may now have a more limited (and, in the world’s developing nations, potentially negligible) capacity to respond to new capital flows. Responses are directly influenced by the impact of deregulation and marketisation, as well as the potential benefits such investment could bring to local rural communities. However, it has been argued that the idea of globalisation as the ‘saviour’ of rural economies across Europe fails to capture the importance of the relational processes within local rural communities, as ‘the uneven geographies of globalisation include [ . . . ] different outcomes between different rural regions, and even contested outcomes within individual rural localities between the conflicting logics of different globalisation processes’ [24] (p. 156). Indeed, consideration of the impact of international capital coming into rural areas often supersedes the influence and importance of local interests [20], which form part of the diverse differentiated perspectives generating both impact and embeddedness. Whether investments become successfully integrated depends on ‘local attitudes, social norms and economic practices of individual households and communities in rural areas’ [25] (p. 481) within a wider socio-historical context and moral ideology [26]. Therefore, when examining the impacts and embeddedness of new money and international capital coming into rural areas, the local responses need to be accounted for to offer an informed position on the two spectrums in question, as well as the built, natural, social, and economic capital place effects (see Section 3).

These perspectives on globalisation, neoliberalism, and rural locales briefly illustrate their potentially antagonistic influences on investment impacts and reinforce the complexities that actively mediate the rural spatial fix across the world. The following section builds on this context by reflecting on the emergence of rural land in the UK as an alternative real estate asset, and the financing processes that operationalise and support increasing volumes of global rural investment.
2.2. Finance or Financialisation? Rural Real Estate Assets and Capital Flows

As the previous section demonstrates, there is a versatile international market for rural and agricultural opportunities, predicated on neoliberal governance, regulatory processes and investment strategies. Locally, levels of investment impact and embeddedness are diverse, complex, frequently contested, and differentiated. This section considers the emergence of rural land as a real estate asset within the UK and reflects on our understanding of the financial dimensions of investment processes. It is essential to include literature on the global processes at play in the financial markets as it directly influences the specific place effects experienced in our three case studies. However, we suggest that, although there has been much discussion of the concept of financialisation in recent years, such analysis fails to adequately capture the nuances of other types of financing processes that are also currently influencing rural transformation.

From an investment perspective, rural land has become an increasingly attractive proposition as a ‘real estate asset’, due to the attraction of appreciating land values, development opportunities, and the ever-growing need for portfolio diversification. Real estate, from an investment perspective, is often considered to be a ‘medium-risk asset’ [27], and can be either direct or indirect, with countless opportunities for rural investment through both ownership structures. Direct real estate investment refers to the ownership and maintenance of an asset, whereas indirect investment represents the purchase of an interest through a particular vehicle or structure (e.g., through a company listed on the stock market or a private equity fund). The evolution of the indirect real estate market in recent decades represents an opportunity for investment in an asset, without direct ownership and the responsibilities this may entail. In terms of characteristics, indirect real estate vehicles are seen as being more liquid, often involving smaller capital outlay, with no management liabilities for the person buying into the vehicle. However, the vehicle itself generally maintains a direct interest in the assets under their management and must also negotiate the added weight of stakeholder expectations. Therefore, indirect investment can be seen as a passive relationship for the stakeholder, but a more active, or interventionist one for the investment vehicle depending on their strategy. Although direct real estate is often associated with negative characteristics due to its immobility, lumpiness, and illiquid nature, it can also be viewed in a positive light as a durable and tangible investment, which is less volatile and can act as an inflation hedge. Direct investments can be both active and passive in nature, depending on whether the investor wishes to ‘add value’ and improve the assets financial returns, or maintain a less interventionist approach to the functionality and performance of the asset itself.

With both direct and indirect investment, dynamics of risk and return differ, depending on investor appetite and timescales, as well as characteristics of the asset and its location. The cyclical nature of the real estate market also appeals to investors, especially as the agricultural cycle is ‘longer than usual business cycle’ [28] (p. 13), with farmland returns typically less correlated to other investments and often countercyclical to the equity market [6]. Assets with low correlations in portfolios are desirable to increase resilience and hedge against market risks such as inflation [29]. Although real estate markets are inherently uncertain, and investors are subjective, by creating an international portfolio of investments, risk can be mediated through effective diversification strategies [30,31]. As a diversifying asset rural land is still considered an ‘alternative’ investment option, in addition to the more traditional commercial real estate markets of retail, office, and industrial sectors. However, the role of non-traditional investments continues to grow in importance due to the ways in which portfolio investment strategies have been changing in recent decades [32], and these have been previously explored in relation to the integration of timber [33] and farmland [34] into real estate portfolios.

Today, the UK is becoming increasingly attractive to international investors: whether they are private high-net-worth individuals or family offices, sovereign wealth funds (SWFs) or global institutional concerns, the rural ‘alternative’ offers diversification opportunities for investment portfolios [4] (p. 3). Alongside these investors sit investment banks,
government agencies, charitable bodies, and other actors taking an interest in rural land assets and development opportunities emerging from the more mixed rural economies. Rural land values in the UK have been fluctuating since the GFC, with a peak value of almost GBP14,000 per acre in 2014/15, compared to current values of GBP8961 per acre for farmland [35], the lowest since 2010. Recent figures reinforce the importance of land in the UK, as a ‘non-produced asset’, as it had an estimated value of approximately GBP5 trillion in 2016, representing more than half of the UK’s worth, with other built types of real estate (both commercial and residential) accounting for GBP3.5 trillion of value [36]. Within these non-produced assets, there is consistent and continual confidence in the longer-term value of farmland [37].

The drop in the value of the pound in the wake of the Brexit vote combined with the uncertainty of ongoing negotiations has provided international investors with a clear opportunity to capitalise on rural acquisitions and opportunities, whilst rebalancing their portfolios to include what is perceived as a ‘safer’ investment class [21]. However, there is wider European competition from other markets, as transitional markets such as Romania are currently working on improving their ‘legitimacy as a place to do business’ [4] (p. 5), although these emerging markets typically reflect a higher risk return profile. Low interest rates and a favourable and stable tax regime mean that UK farmland is currently an attractive investment proposition. To remain competitive in the longer term, the transition out of the EU means that in the UK ‘nature will need to be viewed as another crop to be farmed for profit, while every asset, whether land, buildings or houses, will need to be sweated like never before’ [28] (p. 8). The way in which investors seek to remain competitive and capitalise on real estate opportunities emerging from the growth in popularity of rural land, will depend on the financial structures and strategies operationalising the investment itself, but what are the differences between the processes of financing and financialisation?

In addition to neoliberalism and globalisation in the last 40 years, ‘financialisation’ has played an increasing role in world economies, although the definitions around what this actually means for certain disciplines [38] are so varying and subjective that the term has almost become pervasive in any discussion of financial markets. Although problematic, it is still a useful umbrella term, as it captures certain dynamics in the current global economy, and the temporally specific and uneven spatial impacts of financial process in contemporary capitalism [39,40]. Definitions of financialisation include ‘the increasing dominance of financial actors, markets, practices, measurements and narratives, at various scales, resulting in a structural transformation of economics, firms, states and households’ [41] (p. 544), or ‘a new form of competition which involves a change in orientation towards financial results’ [42] (p. 104). As noted, financialisation operates at both a domestic and international level, and is driven by motives, markets, institutions, and actors [43]. Large-scale institutional investors and finance houses are producing diverse vehicles that extract and redistribute profits globally to stakeholders, with fund managers and investors becoming key influences in rural investment processes. With such decision making comes differing degrees of successful integration in local contexts, with variegated impacts and embeddedness (see Section 2.2). The neoliberal approach to increasing deregulation has also facilitated the financialisation of rural economies through agricultural derivatives [44], developments in environmental conservation via ‘green growth’ [45], and private equity markets [46]. Financial markets and structures have become more sophisticated and complex, and combined with neoliberalism and globalisation, have a more extensive international reach and remit today: financialisation is reflective of how the ‘increasingly autonomous realm of global finance has altered the underlying logics of the industrial economy and the inner workings of democratic society’ [47] (p. 99). It is estimated that through processes of financialisation by 2013, investors had committed in the region of USD 22–24 billion worldwide to agricultural investment alone [48]. Although this is a relatively small figure when compared to total levels of investment in other asset classes—it represents less than 1% of institutional investment portfolios [49] (p. 778)—the volume of investment in rural land has grown consistently since the GFC.
Financialisation can clearly provide insight into the dominant role of finance in global investment practices today; however, although financialisation is a term open to (often broad) interpretation, it cannot always account for the operational nuances of all investments, as it is a ‘pattern of accumulation in which profits accrue primarily through financial channels rather than through trade and commodity production’ [50] (p. 174). Therefore, not all financial relations are reflective of financialisation, but of more traditional lender–debtor relationships, predicated on repaying capital and accruing profit, private financing, or channelling financing through established companies for production and consumption purposes. In the case of this paper, viticulture, leisure pursuits, and renewable energy creation are considered from the perspectives of direct, active investment. In these case studies, financing, in whichever form it may take, is in place to support the development of particular types of rural assets, which contribute to adding value and creating profit through a real and tangible investment process. Similarly, as with processes of financialisation, this type of investment does treat land as a financial asset [51], and by driving up demand prices may perpetuate land consolidation by institutional investors. However, distinct to financialisation, these investments are profit oriented but not purely extractive by nature, and seek to transform rather than neutralise the assets, rejecting their complete transition ‘from a particular good, service or activity inserted in a specific environment, to a reliable and sustainable investment for financial markets and actors’ [29] (p. 7). However, in some cases there are clearly grey areas within this distinction. Considering market and investor subjectivities, in other investment processes the dichotomy between financialisation and financing may not be as evident, and more indirect relationships may be grounded in distance and detachment from rural assets. The nature of these more financialised investments can often be ‘highly concentrated and managed in ways as to create private surpluses over community and public benefits’ [21]. From the perspective of financing, which actively transforms investable rural assets rather than financialisation processes, our perspective is grounded in exploring ‘the social and historical context and the cultural understandings of markets, financial rationales and risk and return thinking’ [26] (p. 552), combined with assessing local impacts and embeddedness. It seeks to address the lacuna in rural research, which has hitherto focused on financialisation processes rather than unpacking the impacts of new patterns of investment, land ownership, and new activities. In relation to our initial research question about if this influx of capital should be regarded as a form of alternative finance or evidence of financialisation, we support the former role rather than the latter.

The following section focuses on how transformations contribute to moving beyond agriculture in rural areas, by increasing entrepreneurial activity through innovation, knowledge transfer, and diversification strategies, and illustrates the more positive potential impacts of rural restructuring and investment.

2.3. Farmland Diversification and Rural Restructuring

In Europe, as the methods of investing into rural land have continued to change, so too have the rural economies themselves; they have experienced significant restructuring and marketisation and are becoming more innovative and entrepreneurial in a move away from reliance on farmland and agriculture. Diversification across rural land use has contributed to assets and communities driving towards improved resilience and efficiency. Such restructuring may be seen to be creating an interconnected and forward-thinking rural economy.

Today, ‘farmers need to create other forms of income so as not to be entirely reliant on agriculture’ [52] (p. 9), in a move towards becoming increasingly entrepreneurial [53–55] and open to alternative income streams. However, as with investing, motivations to diversify are nuanced, locally specific, and complex, and set across wide ranging perspectives. The motivations range from the farmers going beyond agriculture and considering alternative routes to diversification, often influenced by family [56] and motivated by both social and economic motivations [57], to more large-scale transformative land use shifts driven
by financialised, institutional capital arriving in rural areas [6]. Irrespective of scale or motivation, the rural actors are adding value and creating profit through diversification. Ashkenazy et al., in their study of 14 rural case studies, reflect that, through restructuring, communities can develop resilient traits, which can be seen as ‘the continuity of a particular value, public or private good, or practice in one form or another, such as […] the continuity of an agricultural practice, a family farm or even the character of a region’ [58] (p. 211). The idea of restructuring is inherently linked to local contexts but is clearly impacted by changes at the global scale, with active adjustments to how rural assets are operationalised seen as imperative for future robustness, in both consumption and production processes. Perspectives on improving rural well-being are often also couched as community-based strategies, reflecting both the local culture and the often tight-knit relationships between local people, who are working collectively to respond to their ‘new social and economic realities’ [59] (p. 249).

Rural communities are recognised as rich resources, and they play important roles as ‘co-authors’ in building both formal and informal knowledge in the move towards innovation, sustainability, and resilience [60]. Other types of innovative diversification can be seen as creating a ‘global playground’ [61] (p. 120) for developers and investors by using investment to stimulate tourism and more consumption-based activities. Diverse approaches to creating tourism include developing golf courses, as per our second case study, as well as agritourism [62], sustainable tourism [63], and ecotourism [64] in Europe. By increasing consumption, in many ways there is a process of knowledge transfer occurring as well as economic activity, depending on the type of investment itself. How the different transformative impacts relating to the outcomes of farmland diversification, investment, and rural restructuring can be understood specifically through a capitals approach is outlined in the next section on research methods.

3. Data and Methods

As explored in the theoretical framework, investment processes are inherently impacted by the contemporary triad of neoliberalism, globalisation, and financialisation, which have each contributed to increasing flows of capital into rural areas, resulting in significant restructuring and agricultural diversification. The capacity for new investments to impact and embed themselves within local economies, environments, and communities will depend on a myriad of subjective factors, from investment strategies to local community engagement. Following Sippel et al. [65], we seek to unpack the impacts of new activities and patterns of investment across the UK, informed by a ‘capitals’ approach.

In order to investigate the specific place effects of ‘new money’ in rural areas across Europe, our RICS Research Trust funded project adopted a qualitative case study approach. This paper specifically explores the impact and embeddedness of 3 of our 10 empirical case studies, focusing on those located within the UK, which reflect transformation rather than continuity in rural land uses. The case studies are not comparative, but represent snapshots of financing processes in action and the resultant impacts of the rural spatial fix within the UK market. A long list of case studies was compiled, and following an iterative process of decision making with the research funder, the European case studies were confirmed, with three diverse alternative rural land uses chosen in the UK. The case studies in England, Scotland, and Northern Ireland are of variegated size, scale, and scope, and include a range of alternative land uses (see Figure 1 for their location). This offered us the opportunity to assess key influences on these developments from various perspectives, and to account for the magnitude of such influences on different land uses—what influences are consistent across each snapshot, and which are unique to the development and its particular local context? The case studies examined here comprise a mix of new investment projects that are actively transforming the rural asset from its previous use, in support of diversification through alternative land uses.
Considering the focus on socio-spatial place effects experienced by communities, the research required a broad approach to analysing the impacts of investment-driven changes. Rather than adopting more standardised approaches (sustainability appraisals, social impact assessments, etc.), which require substantial technical skills and are often problematic in their application [66], the research followed a qualitative evaluation process. This approach broadly followed Vanclay [67], with perceived impact and embeddedness arising from the transformative new land uses explored from the perspective of people’s way of life, culture, community, political systems, environment, health and well-being, personal and property rights, and fears and aspirations. There is substantial value in expressing impacts through changes in a way that is meaningful to communities, and we sought to build on, and make sense of, these perspectives by integrating the idea of ‘capitals’ into our analysis. The concepts of capitals are grounded in environmental and rural restructuring, and they offer insight into the multifunctional nature of rural spaces today, which represent alternative economic production beyond agriculture. Garrod et al. [68] provide a useful classification of the natural, built, and social capitals, which stresses the inherent links between a broader range of rural assets and increased economic welfare, as investors strategically preserve or enhance land and asset values. Table 1 outlines the parameters of our data collection and the diverse impact indicators adopted for the research, after Vanclay [67] and Garrod et al. [68].

Our three UK case studies reflect how investment in farmland and rural land is a substantial, time-consuming process that usually results in medium-to-long-term holding periods due to the nature of direct investment. There is significant initial capital outlay, transaction times for assets are long, and direct assets are generally more illiquid. Therefore, investors are likely to have longer-term interests in the rural asset, with varying levels of embeddedness, and the opportunity to produce profound and varied impacts and place effects for local economies, in line with Table 1.
Table 1. Capitals, change variables, and their interpretation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capitals</th>
<th>Interpreting Impact Via . . .</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Built</td>
<td>Infrastructure implications, historic features, and real estate development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural (and environmental)</td>
<td>Resource use, landscape management practices, opportunity costs, and environmental vulnerabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social (and human)</td>
<td>Community and way of life, social infrastructure, Politics, distribution of benefits/losses, conflicts, and local development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic (and financial)</td>
<td>Economic structure, capital flows, investment processes, embeddedness, diversity, employment, and local business opportunities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each case study began with a narrative drawn from publicly available documents, secondary data, and grey literature, to create an informed investment timeline. These narrative contexts informed site visits and targeted semi-structured interviews undertaken with a variety of key local stakeholders (including land agents, community councils, landowners, local planners, farmers, and investors). The work was undertaken in line with UCL’s ethical guidelines, and interviewee responses are not identified to preserve anonymity. The subsequent analysis of qualitative data collected and collated interview material delivers a clear view of the impacts and embeddedness of each investment, as a snapshot that focuses on the general direction rather than granularity of change. Through these qualitative case studies of active direct investments, we identified broad trajectories of change associated with different investment practices, with varied temporal and spatial characteristics. However, the research is not without its limitations. The snapshots provide insight into the impacts of the case studies at a specific temporal moment and should be revisited in the future to account for any further adjustments to the land use, and the extent to which embeddedness in local communities may have also changed. Although our work applies the capitals framing in a qualitative way, a more applied empirical approach could be adopted where possible in the future, which would assess the investment cash flows and company reports in more depth and define the magnitude of international investment in terms of financial capital. The relationships may also change to more a relationship of financialisation, and again, this offers an opportunity to revisit the case studies and provide longitudinal reflections. The impact of policy and its role in moving beyond agriculture in the UK is something that could be explored in more depth, but which did not emerge as a defining influence throughout this work.

4. Case Studies: Transformative ‘New Money’ Investments across the UK

The case studies presented here present us with an opportunity to analyse international financing processes and their impacts in local contexts, through the initial stages of wine production in England, leisure use by way of golf course development in Scotland, and diversification into renewable energy in Northern Ireland. The case studies unpack the financial elements of the investments and consider their place effects in line with the natural, built, and social capitals discussed in Section 3.

4.1. Domaine Evremond in Kent, England

Selling Court Farm, close to Faversham in Kent, is the site of a joint venture (JV) initiative financed by UK the wine merchants Hatch Mansfield and the French champagne producer Taittinger to produce English sparkling wine. The collective enterprise, which received considerable media attention when announced in 2016, reflects a significant commitment by a renowned champagne house, demonstrating the power of global connectivity and the positive connotations that come with introducing a recognised brand into a burgeoning viticulture market. The investment is still in its early stages, with Taittinger reportedly contributing 55% of the investment, and Hatch Mansfield contributing the
remaining 45% of the GBP4 million project, derived from corporate capital and employee shareholdings. In the longer term, the ‘Domaine Evremond’ site will incorporate the vineyard, a production hub (subject to planning permission), and visitor facilities (offering sales, tastings, and wine education). As well as offering a complete experience from growing to tasting, these longer-term prospects help to spread investment risk. Although the vineyard and wine production are both in their infancy, the first harvest is expected in 2020 and the first sparkling wine by 2023 [69], so it is possible to examine potential impacts from the story so far.

Selling Court Farm was previously owned by the Gaskain family and was used for arable crops and growing fruit (apples, pears, and plums), so the production of wine is a clear example of farmland diversification: so far, 40 of the 69 ha purchased have been planted with chardonnay, pinot noir, and pinot meunier vines. The Gaskain family continue to manage the farm, which was sold through a sale and leaseback arrangement, and it is anticipated that the family’s own personal connection with the land will continue: an investor interviewed discussed a new lease agreement with the family for the next 15 years on land unsuitable for vines. From an investment perspective, this ownership structure appears mutually beneficial to both parties, as the family continue to farm the land and the JV receives an income stream through rent. The security of income of the latter is likely to be important, as the costs of entering the wine business are initially substantial. However, the conversion of land from arable/fruit farming to viticulture has the potential to increase capital value, farm income, and economic productivity, especially when the longer-term value-add opportunities such as the visitors centre are considered. In terms of upfront costs, it is cheaper to purchase land to convert to vine stock, rather than buying mature vines: according to an interviewee, established viticulture is typically worth GBP37,000 per ha compared to GBP25,000 per ha for arable land in Kent. However, both these figures pale in comparison with the cost of mature vines in the Champagne region of France, valued at over GBP1 million per ha [70]. In converting the land to vines, there is a lengthy fallow period of up to five years between planting and harvesting the first crop for wine production, bringing a degree of financial uncertainty and risk in the first years of the investment; an interviewee commented that when you are ‘starting from scratch there’s a period of nil return, it’s a long lead in, so a big investment for no immediate return’, even though the cost of land ‘[is] peanuts [. . .] compared to France’. The interviewee went on to draw comparisons between farming and wine production: they both involve substantial specialist knowledge and are long-term considerations that, when successful, become embedded in local productive industry.

Political and economic market forces have also played a central role in influencing this JV. Suitable land for wine production is finite: it requires a particular typography, aspect (preferably south facing), slope, and climate. The land must have particular natural characteristics to be suitable, and therefore the wine industry in Kent is ‘a very competitive market, it’s entrepreneurial [. . .] you don’t get many [mature vineyards] for sale; very few have ever sold—people are looking to establish from scratch, like Taittinger’. In terms of competition in the local area moving forward, the land agent anticipates that other ‘little centres of production’ will develop and, although wine production is vulnerable in its initial stages, it can contribute to longer-term rural resilience. Taittinger were keen to be involved in the JV as a ‘special Franco/British project, built on the values of friendship’ [69]. The current political purgatory surrounding Brexit, however, is the cause of increasing uncertainty—thought that uncertainty can also be harnessed for positive outcomes. From an investment perspective timing is key, and the 55% of capital coming into England has been bolstered by the weak pound, providing additional value to Taittinger. However, there are concerns regarding the local labour force and employment base. The existing permanent workforce at Selling Court Farm have been retained, but there will be a reliance on seasonal labour at key points in the growing cycle, and many seasonal workers come from Europe. One interviewee referenced a ‘huge problem now with Brexit [that] will spill into the vineyard jobs; it’s going to be critical. Maybe Taittinger have got resources
they can bring over [ . . . ] they are very positive about it; they’re embracing the Union Jack’. However, on the flip side, these circumstances may prove opportunistic for the local community, with both harvesting/seasonal work and employment created by the visitor facilities.

Domaine Evremond’s investment is unlikely to have a negative impact on the local community and cultural networks. According to one interviewee, ‘everybody’s been extremely helpful, and definitely pulling in the right direction’, and as a new venture, existing relationships within the community can be galvanised, with benefits to local social hubs such as pubs and shops. As neither Taittinger nor Hatch Mansfield have a local office, they adopted the local pub as their headquarters—an arrangement that is celebrated by the JV and the pub as good news for the village. Employment levels are likely to be positively impacted in the longer term, although tensions may emerge when the visitor facilities and bottling centre is proposed, as the farm lies in the Kent Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). These developments in built capital may also require infrastructure investment and adjustments to land uses; so far, a public right of way has been diverted without controversy. However, the region is well connected, and is already ‘used to intensive production’, so these changes, it was thought, would be absorbed with minimal disruption. From a natural capital perspective, according to the investor, ‘we’re trying to minimise all impacts . . . the raison d’être of the project is to have as little disruption as possible’. Although the conversion of productive land from arable/fruit to vines involves considerable disturbance of the soil, habitat, and biodiversity in the short term, in the longer term, the vineyards represent an enhancement over arable farmland. However, there are clear risks associated with the impact of the British weather on grape harvests and therefore on consistent, sustainable wine production.

Currently, the full extent of the Domaine Evremond JV is uncertain; the overall impact across built, natural, social, and economic capitals is one of positive forward motion (see Table 2 for a summary). As it stands, the investment transformation is being actively managed, with impacts on natural resources being well considered and minimised through landscape practices appropriate to its size, scale, and scope. The apparent vulnerabilities of this investment as it grows are more financial in the short term, although considering the embedded knowledge of the investors, risks are being effectively mediated.

Table 2. Capitals, change variables, and their interpretation: Domaine Evremond.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capitals</th>
<th>Impacts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Built</td>
<td>Minimal successful infrastructure development. Additional facilities to support vineyard—production hub and visitor facilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural (and environmental)</td>
<td>Short-term and intense disturbance of the natural habitat and biodiversity, but longer-term enhancement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social (and human)</td>
<td>Minimal disruption due to location in AONB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Culturally sensitive and locally embedded—through the sale and leaseback model, the previous owners of the farm are actively involved in the JV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic (and financial)</td>
<td>Widely supported by local community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Successful JV with international, global partners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Investment process established in a locally embedded business.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Employment creation and business expansion opportunities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Concerns over availability of seasonal workforce.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actively managed diversification mediates risk.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Trump International Golf Links Scotland (TIGLS) in Aberdeen, Scotland

In 2006, Donald Trump purchased the historic Menie estate in Aberdeenshire, which is now home to Trump International Golf Links Scotland (TIGLS), and set about consolidating his investment, envisaged as a world-class destination for tourists, locals, and golfers alike. The 452-hectare rural estate, located approximately 14 kilometres north of Aberdeen city, dates to the early 17th century and has been described as a ‘magical, wild place’ [71] (p. 33), extending to a dune system that has been designated as a site of special scientific interest.
The purchase was presented by Trump as a labour of love, celebrating his Scottish ancestry. However, it was also a hugely divisive and controversial development. The TIGLS championship course opened its doors to golfers in 2012 after a protracted planning process and represents rural diversification into leisure and tourism [72], introducing the Trump global brand, and accompanying corporate finance (estimated at GBP1bn), into northeast Scotland. The proposed TIGLS development ‘[. . .] accentuates polarized views of the site and the region. Where some imagined a tourism-based route ensuring regional prosperity, others saw the destruction of the countryside and the perversion of the planning processes supposed to govern it’ [73] (p. 560). The investment is widely considered to be an economic and environmental trade-off, sacrificing natural capital in exchange for benefits to the local economy and built and social capitals.

The planning and development process for the TIGLS investment began in 2006 and has been fraught with inconsistencies and change. The most recent planning application in 2018 attracted almost 3000 comments throughout the public consultation—with only 3 in support of the development, and 2993 against. These responses demonstrate the strength of feeling towards the development throughout its evolution. In 2006, although ‘it was just a planning application—the reaction to it was quite extraordinary’ [71] (p. 33), due to the Trump association. A member of the Aberdeenshire Council commented that ‘we keep saying the name on the application is of no consequence, but in actual fact it is probably the biggest impact, because anything that happens is reported worldwide. But Aberdeenshire is now on the world map.’ Local councillors were appearing in the English versions of the Beijing Times, and the world’s media were consistently reporting on progress. In the media, and irrespective of resistance to the development, Trump appeared to demonstrate that there is ‘no such thing as bad publicity’, even when accused of playing political power games to push for planning approval [74]. Opposing and often antagonistic opinions on the TIGLS development were portrayed in the media from local, regional, and global perspectives [75,76].

Differing perspectives on the development were found to be spatially as well as contextually differentiated, with interviewees noting that many of those against the development—engaged in a ‘David and Goliath battle’—were not, except for a small minority, local. Indeed, the initial planning application was approved by the local Fortmarine Area Committee in November 2007, but then refused by Aberdeenshire Council’s Infrastructure Services Committee due to concerns over housing provision and the environmental impact on the SSSI. Following this rejection, and some political manoeuvring by Trump, the Scottish Executive took the atypical decision to ‘call in’ the application for a final decision at the governmental level. This led to the planning application being approved due to the economic and social benefits it would bring, and broader advantages at local, regional, and national levels. The development was seen to be inherently positive for social and built capitals, as well as the Scottish economy, due to the scale of the approved proposal. The initial planning permission included a 72 par ‘Championship course’, a second 18-hole course, a clubhouse, new road access and parking, a 450-room hotel with conference centre and spa, 950 holiday apartments, 36 ‘golf villas’, 500 houses for sale, and accommodation for 400 members of staff.

However, the development has been slow to materialise. The championship course opened to players in 2012, and the clubhouse in 2015, with MacLeod house opening in the same year (the conversion of the historic hunting lodge into a boutique 5-star hotel). Turnover at TIGLS in 2016 reached GBP3 million, with their annual loss slightly less than 2015, at GBP1.1 million [77]. Although turnover is increasing, these figures indicate that the investment is not currently meeting its overall target rate of return, in part because that target was dependent on the sale of homes [78], which are yet to be built. In 2019, TIGLS was granted permission to build 550 homes and holiday villas, with no affordable housing included, but planning gain captured for redistribution across Aberdeenshire [79]. Such development falls short of the initial proposals, and overall, the impacts on built capital have been highly limited in terms of real estate development, combined with minimal
adjustments to local infrastructure. Although the impact on built capital is clear cut, other impacts are harder to quantify.

The original proposals suggested 1237 full-time or equivalent jobs, with additional local employment emerging through the supply chain, bringing a contribution of GBP64 million to the local economy [78]. Comparatively, by 2015, TIGLS had generated just 95 jobs [80], with the majority of construction-related jobs outsourced to Irish companies. One impact of the constructions jobs was the direct benefit to local accommodation providers, such as bed and breakfasts and pubs. Interviewees recognised that this has been positive for local businesses, and that they had to ‘raise their game’ due to the increased competition from the TIGLS clubhouse, which has brought a new expectation of quality to the area. TIGLS also supports local businesses by sourcing fresh food and produce from them. The clubhouse facilities at TIGLS were highly regarded by interviewees, although due to the views of the incumbent US President, not everyone is happy to support the enterprise: he ‘is an abrasive character, polarises people, he didn’t read some of the locality here well,’ with some locals actively avoiding visiting the clubhouse or playing the course. An interviewee from the local community council comments that, although it is economically ‘disappointing [that Trump] hasn’t fulfilled his plan [. . . ] the local community has absorbed and coped with the development quite easily: it has slipped in much more imperceptibly than the world’s media would have us believe’. Apart from anecdotal evidence, it is difficult to estimate the negative impact of the Trump brand locally, but in addition to the vociferous objectors, there are quiet protestors within the community. When or if the development is fully realised it is likely to have more impact, potentially causing more complex issues with absorption in the community, but also, on the flip side, directly providing more economic benefits. Although the employment and community impacts have been relatively muted locally, the Aberdeenshire region is seen to be benefitting from increased golf tourism, shifting perceptions away from associations with oil and gas. The high-end golfing experience offered at TIGLS is popular with American, Asian, and Scandinavian visitors, and their patronage is having positive spill-over effects on other courses locally such as Royal Aberdeen and Cruden Bay Golf Clubs. TIGLS is seen as ‘an anchor of golf knowledge’, which complements the regional moves by Aberdeenshire towards ‘diversifying tourism, as an industry that is working on innovation and internationalisation, so in a lot of ways despite all the things not being built the Trump course is still a plank of our tourism offering’. Again, such positive trickle-down effects on local culture and tourism are likely to grow in the future.

Reflecting on natural capital, the loss of part of the SSSI was one of the most controversial dimensions to the TIGLS development. The dune system, Foveran Links, was designated an SSSI in 1984, hosting important botanics (marram and lyme grasses) and birdlife (sea ducks and terns), forming the fifth largest area of wind-blown sand in Britain [81]. The dynamic dune system provides a rare form of natural capital, which has been stabilised and integrated into the development of the championship golf course. Stabilisation for the golf course is likely to disrupt and negatively impact the continuing movement of the dune ecosystem, and recently NatureScot (previously Scottish National Heritage) partially revoked their SSSI status due to their destruction [82]. In several decades’ time, the restrictions placed on the dunes’ capacity to renew and refresh may diminish the investment’s economic as well as natural capital, especially with the construction of the second golf course. Interviewees tended to see the ‘trade-off’ between the economic and natural capitals as unfortunate but acceptable considering the potential longer-term benefits to the community and economy. In relation to the loss of the dunes, a local member of the community council commented that they are a ‘fractional part of an immense coastline [. . . ] the environmental impact has been overstated to say it’s had a major impact’. Interviewees from Aberdeenshire Council also comment that the environmental impact has been minimised where possible, and that TIGLS were well informed on their approach as they were ‘informed, responsible, and toed the line on ecological matters’. However, the diversification of the site into a golf course has clearly brought
more immediate negative impacts on some of the natural capital, but this has been seen as an opportunity cost, which may introduce future vulnerabilities.

The TIGLS story continues to unfold: summative impacts are therefore difficult to gauge due to an excess of anecdotes and little hard evidence (see Table 3 for a summary). What is clear is that investors supported by substantial company funds can patiently deploy their capital in line with changing strategies and personal circumstances. Although attempts are being made to actively balance out the pros and cons of the development, varied impacts of differing magnitudes are emerging across each type of capital. Presently, these reflect a trade-off with limited success, which prioritises economic and social potential (from local to international perspectives) over environmental risks.

Table 3. Capitals, change variables, and their interpretation: TIGLS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capitals</th>
<th>Impacts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Built</td>
<td>Minimal impact thus far—only a fraction of the proposed construction has materialised.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clubhouse and MacLeod house in operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minor impacts on local infrastructure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural (and</td>
<td>Destruction of the SSSI at Forveran Links reflects poor resource use and problematic approaches to environmental management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>environmental)</td>
<td>Politically divisive—local and national government responses differed in relation to planning permissions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social (and human)</td>
<td>Negligible beneficial impact on local community thus far; however, cause of much conflict.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Of international media interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attracted thousands of objections from across the UK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive impact on golf tourism and economic growth in the region (but difficult to qualify).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic (and</td>
<td>Overall, very minimal economic impact locally in relation to job creation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>financial)</td>
<td>Lack of economic embeddedness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supposed GBP1 billion capital influx—little evidence of impact.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. AgriAD in Banbridge, Northern Ireland

The Bridge Energy AD plant in County Down was built in 2014 by AgriAD on family-owned farmland, and originally funded through the Green Investment Bank (GIB). The GIB was created as part of the UK government’s drive towards a green financing strategy in the wake of the GFC, combined with the need to deliver against EU directives for renewable energy production. The bank was formed in 2012 under the UK Coalition Government and furnished with GBP2 billion of government equity finance, to be distributed across higher-risk renewable energy projects in the UK. The 1960s saw new relationships emerge between financial institutions and developers, as the former began to lend capital to the latter [83]: in this case, the GIB sought to provide financing that could add value—not just through capital returns, but by supporting a sector that attracts limited private capital and by offering opportunities to those with embedded knowledge to establish projects (in wind, energy solutions, waste, and bioenergy). Interestingly, due to the success of the GIB, the Conservative government decided to privatise it in 2015, in pursuit of increasing green investment impact at a global scale [84]. The GIB was purchased by Australia’s Macquarie Group in a deal worth GBP2.3 billion, and the Green Investment Group (GIG) was established. Therefore, this investment reflects a number of different investment dynamics: the more traditional financing of borrowing from a lender by AgriAD from a local commercial entity, Williams Industrial Services, and the GIB. The latter borrowing relationship then becomes subsumed into an investment approach more akin to financialisation and global in its nature. However, the timing of the initial investment and the motivations of the GIB rather than the GIG were central to establishing the AD plant and their relationship with Williams Industrial Services, which maintains the traditional borrower–lender dynamic.
AgriAD is a small-to-medium-sized enterprise (SME) and the bioenergy constituent of a family business, which also includes animal housing, slurry handling, and dairy farming. The integration of the AD plant onto the family farm was driven by the intensification of farming practices, squeezed milk prices, and the capital-heavy ongoing dairy herd operations. It prompted the SME to consider how to adapt its asset base by diversifying into alternative methods of income production. With KPMG, AgriAD began to build a knowledge base for the AD sector for Northern Ireland in 2002 as the potential for harnessing biogas for energy production in such an agricultural regional economy was not yet recognised. With the arrival of Renewable Obligation Certificates (ROCs) in 2005, AgriAD secured four and were therefore obliged to produce a particular amount of renewable energy annually, which is then distributed and sold on with AgriAD compensated for their contributions. Planning permission was granted in 2010 and attracted no objections. Funding was secured through the GIB in 2013, and once the plant started running in 2015, the business became much more ‘robust’ (partner). The importance of the GIB to this investment is highlighted by the partner interviewed, which benefited from local connections (GIB was then headed up by a Northern Irish man), and the lack of London bias due to the ‘mandate by the government to invest in green infrastructure projects across the UK, of different scope and size’. The partner continues to describe the financing experience with the GIB as ‘definitely a positive one’, with the cost of finance set at market levels: 10% for mezzanine financing to cover the construction period prior to refinancing after three years. Technically, the GIB as a lender is seen to be ‘buying income’ and was a ‘game changer’ for AgriAD. At the time of interview, following the creation of the GIB, AgriAD were considering refinancing options, but recognised that without the GIB it is questionable whether their project would have attracted affordable funding at the outset. The GIB provided GBP1.7 million to the AgriAD project, which was matched by Williams Industrial Services [85], which unlike the GIB, has an embedded commercial interest in the project as they supply and maintain the plant technology.

The AgriAD plant in Banbridge is an anaerobic agricultural digester with a combined heat and power converter, offering a consistent and continual income stream to the SME. Motivations for developing biogas and drivers of ‘on-farm’ renewables include product diversification, public incentives, and lessening reliance on the commodity market [83], thereby building resilience. Since establishing the plant, the family have been able to halve the size of their dairy herd, moving from ‘an intensive, high impact high output system, to a grass based lower impact system that is a lot easier to manage’. The trade-off between losing agricultural land and creating the AD plant also works in favour of the plant, with only 2.6 hectares devoted to it, replacing what was once home to obsolete farm buildings. In terms of economic benefits, this investment has been a boom to the family business and has manifested day to day as a positive feedback loop between biogas creation and the land. Annually, the AD plant absorbs feedstock amounting to 7–7500 tonnes of grass silage, 5000 tonnes of cattle slurry, and 3–3500 tonnes of poultry litter. With the exception of the poultry litter, much of the feedstock comes from the farm, with the digestate produced by the AD plant used on the farmland as fertiliser. The processes are environmentally sustainable, and do not change the nature of land use or detract from the natural capital of the site in any way; the visual impact of the plant is minimal, and the drainage is self-contained and water efficient. The poultry litter comes from local farmers and processing plants in the area, providing a more effective and cheaper way for them to dispose of waste without having to export it. Supply chains are shortened, and overall operational costs are diminished. To comply with their ROCs obligations, the plant must be running at a minimum level of 91% capacity; however, it usually runs at 94%, providing 8000 h of energy annually, the equivalent of renewable energy for 1100 homes locally. In this way, the plant indirectly supports employment (through the NIE, industrial services, farmers, and processing factories) and has one full-time employee in addition to the family partners. The introduction of the AD plant has proved to have predominantly positive impacts across natural, built, and economic capital in the local community.
There are now over 70 AD plants in Northern Ireland alone [86], and AgriAD is actively contributing social capital through knowledge transfer processes across Northern Ireland and the UK as an industrial expert. A member of the AgriAD business sits on the steering group for the Centre of Advanced Sustainable Energy (CASE), which brings together academic and industry knowledge as a ‘competence centre’ for innovation, established in 2013 by Invest NI [87]. Invest NI is actively supporting growth industries, such as biomass, in an evolving knowledge-based economy to create a global presence in specialised areas like sustainable energy. CASE brings together 60–70 SMEs from across Northern Ireland and reflects proactive collaboration and knowledge transfer activities. AgriAD are instrumental in the industry-led vanguard for developing growth in innovative, green, alternative energy, contributing vital social capital to export knowledge internationally, as ‘the economic growth potential is huge’ (partner).

AgriAD are enthusiastic and positive about further harnessing the potential of biogas, and see continuing positive impacts in the future environmentally, economically, and through productive social capital. The plant itself can develop by beginning to produce biomethane, nutrient-rich ash for export, and organic fertilisers. Although small scale, the wider impacts of the plant are substantial and are actively contributing to the promotion of a circular rural economy (see Table 4 for a summary of impacts). The bottom-up embedded knowledge combined with the positive experience of funding from the GIB has established a progressive renewable energy provider.

Table 4. Capitals, change variables, and their interpretation: AgriAD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capitals (and financial)</th>
<th>Impacts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Built</td>
<td>Negligible impact on local infrastructure, and built impacts through construction of digesters and plant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actively contributes to the provision of sustainable electricity locally.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural (and environmental)</td>
<td>Opportunity costs balanced—recycles waste and introduces environmental resilience for the future.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Successful farm diversification for family business, and effective land use management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social (and human)</td>
<td>Partners with other local businesses and provides employment—smaller social impacts with wider local environmental benefits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive educationally—provides active knowledge transfer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Successful examples of government-supported funding and renewable energy policies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic (and financial)</td>
<td>Lower risk opportunity for AgriAD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive and progressive investment processes locally embedded with global influence (via Macquarie Group).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Findings and Discussion

Each of the three case studies explored in this paper reflects a particular story; one which is rooted in local context but influenced by wider globalised processes of neoliberalism and financing as investors pursue alternative investments through a rural spatial fix [10]. This section primarily responds to the initial research questions posed:

- What are the processes at play in supporting and encouraging ‘new money’ into alternative rural investments?
- What can our three case studies tell us about the specific place effects of active, transformative investments in the UK?

The paper considered the various processes at play that are stimulating investment into rural locations: the dynamics of the international financial markets [5,7,19]; the pursuit of alternative, diversifying, profit-generating real estate assets [6,8,14]; mediating risk and return [5]; uncertain neoliberal political and economic circumstances [12,22]; the drive towards restructuring, innovation, and entrepreneurialism in farming; and tourism and leisure opportunities [63,72,73]. Although each case study is unique, and of diverse scale and scope, they are also inherently similar: each reflects a direct investment that
has had a transformative impact on land use, and has emerged through processes of financing rather than financialisation. Financialisation, although a helpful construct when considering indirect investment activities, does not fully capture the more traditional lending relationships involved in our case studies, which are adding value and producing tradable commodities see [50]. Although the capital invested, whether coming from innovative sources (like the GIB), or through corporate joint venture partnerships (Domaine Evremond), seeks to maximise gains, it is not purely extractive. Therefore, our case studies reflect new novel findings, which bridge the research gap between investment processes and impacts. The case studies chosen represent direct investment, with an active influence on strategies, impacts, and capitals. In terms of impact and embeddedness [11], as explored through a capitals approach [65,67,68], the case studies represent territorially diverse and temporarily and culturally specific investments, with variegated place effects.

The importance of interaction between local contexts, communities, and investor rationales to navigating successful investment impacts cannot be underestimated, as responses embedded in social capital are often predicated on, and mediated by, perceptions linked to built, natural, social, and economic capital. For the Hatch Mansfield viticulture JV with Taittinger, social capital perspectives, combined with economic, natural, and built capital impacts, were generally perceived as positive all round, with the international investment welcomed into the local community and seen to be contributing to future growth and community development [23,57]. The underlying values of the investors themselves, and their integration into communities and local politics, also have an important role to play in shaping place effects as well as local attitudes and moral perspectives [25].

The approaches adopted by Domaine Evremond and AgriAD can be seen as explicit exemplars of investments, which seek to mediate risk, become embedded in local communities, and foster positive impacts. However, by contrast, the TIGLS case study presents a more complex response. Although the ‘Trump effect’ was not widely welcomed by some members of the local community, our interviews revealed that the investment was seen in a positive light by many, with detractors and protestors predominantly (and ironically) coming from outside the local community. The international influence at TIGLS is much more divisive when considered in line with Hatch Mansfield, although this can also be attributed to the more protracted and problematic investment process for TIGLS, including the ‘calling-in’ of the planning application, over a much longer timeframe. From the perspective of the AgriAD case study, the social capital impacts are also positive, but are more discrete and indirectly benefit communities through electricity production and wider social infrastructures. Both AgriAD and Domaine Evremond sought to minimise their natural capital impacts, while maximising their potential for economic returns, to the benefit of the investment and the local community [58]. Each involved repurposing agricultural land, but with very little impact on either natural or built capital. However, the TIGLS case study represents the sacrifice of natural capital, in the form of the SSSI dune system, in favour of economic benefits, a decision made by the national government for Scotland’s future interest. Although this may result in environmental vulnerabilities in the future, the investment was seen to contribute positively to social capital, through the provision of (so far limited) jobs, as a boon for golf tourism and tourism in the region more broadly.

There is the potential for longer-term positive place effects across each case study, but economic potential and environmental responsibility can cause tension. Place effects can foster and encourage knowledge creation and exchange, as demonstrated by the AgriAD investment, which acts as a vanguard for renewable biogas production [45]. Such contributions can stimulate bottom-up action in relation to policies and knowledge transfer to a regional and national perspective and also contribute to ensuring policies are appropriate for progressing rural diversification and restructuring. The key takeaways relating to the specific place effects of our three UK case studies represent dichotomies, contestations, and symbiosis between investors and local contexts. How these responses can be balanced in the initial stages of investments to minimise negative impact and effect positive changes, while becoming increasingly embedded in local communities to
promote future growth, should be key to an investment strategist’s approach to moving beyond agriculture

6. Conclusions

This paper presents neoliberalism, globalisation, and financialisation as insightful theoretical framings, which when combined with an innovative capitals-based approach, providing original findings on an under researched topic in relation to land studies, considering how (often international) investment financing processes create and mediate local impacts. The capitals approach adopted allowed for empirical qualitative investigation across our three UK case studies, which illustrate variegated levels of embeddedness and impact, from the local to global scale. In their own unique way, each case study seeks to maximise benefit and mitigate negative externalities; however, these are subjectively perceived. Differences of impact are also qualified by the size, purpose, and the magnitude of the bottom-up influence of the local communities on the success of projects diversifying by moving beyond agriculture. There is a balance to be struck between stakeholders, investors, and local communities to ensure conflicts are resolved, and the balance also reflects processes of financing which are profit orientated and not extractive, with a wider social and local community conscience.

The case studies are currently snapshots of experience (see Section 3 for limitations), and future research should endeavour to revisit them and further analyse the longer-term implications of the investments. Future research may also seek to combine qualitative and quantitative approaches to broaden the exploration of rural investment impacts, by incorporating more detailed reflections on sustainability, environmental impact assessments, and political and policy influences. Considering the ongoing, pervasive challenges being faced through climate change, impacts on natural and environmental capitals should become increasingly important when considering research on rural investment processes. Finally, as the UK agricultural sector enters a pivotal, potentially redefining period of transition to a post-Brexit future, new land subsidy systems across the UK nations, new trade deals, and greater exposure to global market forces are all likely to force landowners into the choice between being primarily custodians of the natural environment or producers of goods and services [88]. This period of restructuring is likely to intensify the flow of external capital into rural investments, producing further effects on rural communities and places. We believe that this paper has set out and demonstrated a framework for capturing and assessing the changes that will inevitably come.
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